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VALENTINE was raised on a Virginia farm near the
Shenandoah River and the Blue Ridge Mountains in a
county adjacent to where Jefferson, Madison and Mason
grew up on farms. After skipping 11th grade, he
graduated from high school with a 4.0 GPA, then
attended The University of Virginia where he began
work recodifying the laws of the United States. After
graduating in 3 years, he simultaneously ran precinct
operations for both the John Warner for US Senate and
the Frank Wolf for US Congress campaigns.
In the early 1980s he traveled the world researching governments using his NY Elite modeling
credentials to pay for the trip. He furthered his graduate studies at UCLA, UNLV and UM.
Valentine has devoted most of his tireless life to finding effective solutions to America’s social,
political and governmental problems, culminating in The Valentine Constitution. He is the
author of the book The Valentine Constitution, an exposition of his constitution and vision for
America. A nonpartisan candidate for President in 2020, Valentine hopes to implement his
newly ratified constitution, a task that falls primarily to the executive branch. Valentine is an
American political philanthropist, philosopher, poet, author, lyricist, singer, songwriter, music
producer, actor, screenwriter, movie producer and director.

PLATFORM
Children will discover and develop their gifts in schools that teach real world skills through tutorships,
mentorships and apprenticeships also available to adults on nights and weekends to upgrade their skills to justify
the $20 per hour minimum wage; teachers will receive double the minimum wage; 75% of all products sold in
America will be made in America to insource jobs; 12-year term limits are imposed and big money, special
interests and political favors will be eliminated; a helpful government will streamline all business compliance
freeing Citizens to conduct business over a free market capitalist internet economy; all taxes will be eliminated
except one 5% tax on both buyer and seller in wholesale and retail transactions making Wall Street multinationals
finally pay taxes; citizens will be able to follow their tax dollars to and rate the single government department
responsible for each problem since there will be no overlap or duplication of services; fossil and nuclear fuels will
be replaced by a graphene or solar tiled highway transportation, energy and information grid with electric
driverless cars and high speed intercity lanes; all toxins and invasive species will be eliminated from our water and
food chains: Women, LGBTs, blacks, etc. will finally have equal rights and pay without harassment; policing has a
hard crimes division, and a soft crimes division for misdemeanors to help petty criminals out of their problems and
avoid overincarceration; online courts will allow free reviews and advisory opinions by judges expert in that area;
and much more at TheValentineConstitution.com
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WHAT'S WRONG with our CONSTITUTION?
Our 240 year old Constitution covers
NONE of our modern problems.

AMENDING IS CONSTITUTIONAL
Our Constitution allows us to amend it.
We'll keep 90% of our Constitution,
our foundations and rights
and solve all our modern problems.

NO MORE TIME
Passing piece by piece all the legislation we need
would take far too long, even if they could.
It took Valentine 12,000 hours over 45 years.

WHY do we need a new CONSTITUTION?
Our Constitution allows our politicians to
indulge Wall Street monopolies yet
neglect average Americans.

ALL ELSE HAS FAILED
All our attempts at political change have failed:
candidacy, nonprofits, marches and protests.
If they could have solved our problems,
they would have by now.

CANDIDATES are DEADLOCKED
Even if your wish list of candidates were elected,
what legislation would they pass?
They're too polarized and stalemated.
ENDS the DIVIDE
The issues of the left, right and center
are NOT mutually exclusive.
You'll get what you want most
and compromise on secondary issues.
UNITES AMERICA
Brings all Americans to the negotiating table
allows them to agree on solutions,
then dictate play to politicians.

ALREADY WRITTEN LEGISLATION
In order for your mission or cause to become law,
it must first be written, then voted on,
and must have enough votes to pass.

COMBINED POWER
Alone, voters, nonprofits, celebrities and causes
lack the power to fulfill their missions.
Together, they can dictate ratification
by simply getting the word out to followers.
POLLING
All you have to do is say you want it,
and get others to say they want it,
and polling will force candidates
to vote for ratification or not be (re)elected".
SIMPLE SHARING APP
Choose from a list of tweets and posts.
3 clicks to share your provision with others.
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